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FACTS AND FANCIES FACTS FORMBY - (FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT) 
 
So unpretending is the normal dwelling constructed in this vicinity, that the commodious and picturesque structure 
designed by Mr. Gadsby, of Latrobe, and executed by Mr. Michael Wood, of Formby, for the Wesleyan Minister's 
residence at Torquay, calls for more than ordinary reference.  
 
The plan of this manse is cruciform, the material weatherboard, with brick chimneys. It is of two storeys, has a high-
pitched roof with ornate gable ends surmounted with pinnacles; beneath the caves is dependent open beam work. 
There are bow windows to each floor supplemented by a capacious open verandah on which are the entrances, with 
porches carved in tracery and ‘fleur-de-lys’. At the angles of the building the upright beams bear a fanciful sunk 
pattern.  
 
The colour is a warm umber ground with the salient relief picked out in white. The roof Is shingled, according better 
with the prevailing style than the conventional corrugated iron misery so suggestive of the railway shed, and so 
destructive of any architectural pretension. The lighting of the lessor apartments is carried out by lancet windows 
partially glazed with stained glass, and the upper sashes of the bow windows are panelled with circles and mullions in 
Queen Anne fashion. Entering by the main porch there is a good vestibule leading to a dining-room, 18ft. by l4ft. and 
a drawing-room 24 by 18ft. This is really a handsome apartment with fine bow windows, and glass door opening on 
the verandah, and giving a delightful view of the Mersey and densely wooded heights, culminating in the grand outlines 
of Mount Roland in the blue vaporous distance.  
 
It may be said that the views of land, river, and sea, are as diverse as the windows themselves-there are none alike. 
From the drawing-room we pass to a study, well adapted to its intention. By a curved flight of stairs and spacious 
landing we reach the five bed-rooms comprising the upper storey. The apartment immediately above the drawing-
room is of equal size, 24ft. by 18ft., with equally lovely views. In truth, to most dwellers by the Mersey, it must suggest 
an unpleasant comparison with the "res angusta domi." (“The Severe Pressure of Poverty”) There is a curious dividing 
wall between the bedrooms which awkwardly falls in the middle of the lancet window; here it seems the wall has 
vanquished the resources of the architect.  
 
Descending the stairs and passing through the kitchen and scullery which evidently are trying to live up to the rest of 
the establishment, with lancet windows and stained glass, somewhat puzzling to a cook accustomed to a secular light, 
we emerge from the building, and see an acre or so of level ground destined for flowerbeds and external offices. The 
work both internally and externally has been faithfully and thoroughly carried out by Mr. M. Wood, and the marbling 
and graining, painting and paperhanging are in very good taste, the work of Mr. William Cooper.  
 
As much Gothic ornamentation has been introduced in the design as is compatible with a modern English manse, but 
a general Catholicity is evident in the design, except in the kitchen stained glass, which the future occupants may do 
worse than emulate. At all events it cannot be alleged against the designer, as it was said of a celebrated architect, 
was either "perpendicular or nothing."  
 
The influx of produce continues, and the railway wharf is encumbered with sacks, awaiting the S.S. Balmain. The S.S. 
Esk has not yet put in an appearance, but is expected; also, another steamer from Sydney, named the Dingadee, and 
yet another, the Hesketh, from the same port. So long as fair weather continues produce can lie exposed on the wharf, 
but when the heavy rains begin what a quagmire will be waded through to reach the shipping, and what steaming 
damaged cargoes will result from this procrastinating delay in providing a produce store. Mr. Padfield, late of the Sea 
View Hotel, has taken the late Captain J. Griffith’s house on the Esplanade, and is about furnishing it as a boarding-
house.  
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